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News Railsafe, to strengthen freight train safety
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT launches Railsafe in Le Havre. This software package improves parking management of freight trains
and hazardous materials train parking in the heart of the industrial port zone.
Published on 12/01/2024 - Updated 22/01/2024

Publications CURRENTS
Relevance : 100%
The magazine of a port in motion

Created by HAROPA PORT, this biannual magazine of reflection is an open window on present-day and longer-range
foresight analysis.
For this first issue, HAROPA PORT has chosen to take a look at new fuels. A choice motivated by the historical role
played by ports…
Published on 9/01/2024 - Updated 17/04/2024

News Construction starts on « la chatière » at Port 2000
Relevance : 100%
Construction to improve river access to Port 2000 will start in the first half of 2024.This will take place after signature
of the prefectoral decree authorizing construction.
Published on 22/12/2023 - Updated 16/01/2024

Basic page HAROPA PORT's 2024 electronic greeting card
Relevance : 100%
Published on 22/12/2023 - Updated 12/01/2024

News Port digital twin: what’s it all about?
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT is developing a digital twin for ship calls and quayside operations. This tool aims to improve the
safety and efficiency of port operations, as well as the use of associated resources. Read more.
Published on 15/12/2023 - Updated 20/12/2023

Espace presse A win for urban logistic solutions following HAROPA PORT's call for "Seine Axis urban river
logistics" project proposals
Relevance : 100%
In June 2022, the urban district authorities of Greater Paris, Rouen/Normandy and Le Havre, alongside the City of
Paris, HAROPA PORT and the French Waterways Authority (VNF) issued a call for declarations of interest related to
the promotion of river transport as an alternative to road haulage and…
Published on 14/12/2023 - Updated 26/03/2024

News HAROPA PORT draws the smart navigation channel
Relevance : 100%
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HAROPA PORT is working on an innovation program around the "smart navigation channel" project, integrating the
latest AI technologies. The aim: to improve navigation on the Seine and imagine tomorrow’s.
Published on 12/12/2023 - Updated 18/12/2023

News TPO & TNMSC switch to hybrid!
Relevance : 100%
In mid-November, the TiL MSC group’s terminals took delivery of 12 hybrid straddle carriers for Port 2000. With this
delivery, which completes the 24 units already received in 2022/2023, the operator passes the 50% milestone for the
renewal of its straddle carrier fleet in two years.
Published on 11/12/2023 - Updated 18/12/2023

Events Breakbulk Europe
Relevance : 100%
From May 21 to 23, 2024, HAROPA PORT teams will be in the Netherlands for the Breakbulk trade show that unit the
cargo and breakbulk industry!
Published on 7/12/2023 - Updated 16/05/2024

Espace presse Low-carbon hydrogen: a new production plant on the seine Axis (France)
Relevance : 100%
On Wednesday 22 November, HAROPA PORT and VERSO ENERGY signed an agreement for the installation of a
plant to produce low-carbon hydrogen and synthetic fuels on HAROPA PORT land in Grand-Quevilly.
Published on 23/11/2023 - Updated 26/03/2024

News Low-carbon hydrogen : a new production unit on the Seine axis
Relevance : 100%
On 22 November, HAROPA PORT and VERSO ENERGY, a specialist in renewable energies, signed an agreement to
set up an industrial unit to produce low-carbon hydrogen and synthetic fuels in the HAROPA PORT port area in
Grand-Quevilly. 
The site will be located on land belonging to HAROPA PORT in Grand…
Published on 23/11/2023 - Updated 24/11/2023

News The legacy of the Olympic Games: the challenge of the Seine
Relevance : 100%
For the Olympic and Paralympic Games's organization, France opted for on the Seine! Placed at the heart of the
sporting event, the river must, in the aftermath of the Games, retain its priviledged place in the Paris region’s logistic.
That's why HAROPA PORT is committed to ensuring its long-term…
Published on 21/11/2023 - Updated 28/11/2023

News New large-scale land development at the port of Bruyères-sur-Oise
Relevance : 100%
HAROPA PORT has issued a call for declarations of interest for a 5.8 hectares plot of land ideally located at the port
of Bruyères-sur-Oise (Val d'Oise). The purpose is to measure and qualify the interest in making available a plot of land
located upstream from the platform.
Published on 15/11/2023 - Updated 21/11/2023

News HAROPA PORT and the port authority of Kribi now partners
Relevance : 100%
On the sidelines of the IAPH World Ports Conference, HAROPA PORT and the port authority of Kribi signed a
partnership agreement. Objective: to promote cooperation between the two ports to strengthen trade.
Published on 8/11/2023

News Stéphane Raison appointed Vice-president for Europe of the IAPH
Relevance : 100%
On Thursday November 2, Stéphane Raison, CEO of HAROPA PORT, took over the vice presidency of the
International Association of ports and Harbors (IAPH) for a two years term.
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Published on 7/11/2023 - Updated 8/11/2023

News Parisian cafés now delivered by river
Relevance : 100%
Since June, Sogestran Logistics has been making river deliveries into the heart of Paris to ensure beverage deliveries
for the OBD Grand Paris trucks that supply Parisian cafés, hotels and restaurants. Carried out in partnership with
HAROPA PORT and Voies navigables de France, this experiment will…
Published on 3/11/2023 - Updated 6/11/2023

Espace presse CEO of HAROPA PORT Stéphane Raison appointed Vice-President for Europe of the IAPH
(International Association of Ports and Harbors)
Relevance : 100%
The chief executive of France’s leading port took yesterday – for 2 years – the post of Vice-President for Europe of the
International Association of Ports and Harbors. This is the first time the post has been held by a French citizen, yet
another more sign of the determination of HAROPA PORT, and…
Published on 3/11/2023 - Updated 26/03/2024

Espace presse An urban river logistics solution right in the heart of Paris
Relevance : 100%
Published on 30/10/2023 - Updated 26/03/2024

News DrakHAR's rolling out in Rouen
Relevance : 100%
The new regulatory requirements linked to the collection of ship-generated waste and the Single Maritime and Port
One-Stop-Shop mean that IT systems between ports and port stakeholders need to be increasingly connected. To
meet these challenges and adapt to this new digital environment, the port of…
Published on 15/10/2023 - Updated 19/10/2023

News An 100 % LNG-powered cruise ship made its first call in Le Havre!
Relevance : 100%
On Thursday, October 12, the MSC Euribia, MSC Cruises' new flagship, , made its first call at Le Havre's cruise
terminals. This ship, powered entirely by LNG, is equipped with innovative technologies for more sustainable cruising.
Published on 12/10/2023 - Updated 24/11/2023
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